
DIGITAL RISK MONITORING

Be alerted to threats before they cause devastating 
damage to your business

Today, organizations are at constant risk from hackers and 
organized crime groups stealing company data and selling them 
in bulk on the dark web. Additional threats come from employees 
selling trade secrets or proprietary information, or disgruntled 
employees, contractors and activists looking to cause serious harm 
to the company or its executives.

With the theft of just one user’s valid credentials, these cyber 
criminals can have the master key to your entire organization. 
Once inside, they can deface your websites, steal additional data, 
transfer money, or spread viruses, malware and ransomware.

It’s an impossible task for your security team to stay on top of 
these attacks due to limited resources, the sheer volume of data 
and the complex technical nature of each risk.

We will scour the furthest corners of the Internet to identify the 
risks to your business

Securion’s digital risk monitoring service searches the Internet for any company information that 
is being shared or sold with the intent of causing harm to your organization, alerting you before 
an incident occurs.

Our advanced solution monitors the web, deep web, dark web, forums, blogs, discussion boards, 
and global social media for this data, making you aware of any parties of interest and their 
tracking details.

By staying alert to the many cyber threats your organization faces, you can protect your 
business in both the digital and physical world. 

“More than 25 percent 
of CISOs say manual 
processes and a lack of 
resources are barriers 
to their organization’s 
ability to detect and 
respond to security 
breaches”
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Secure by Design

With decades of experience securing some of the 
largest IT infrastructures in the world, we combine 
focused security expertise with a methodology 
that ensures efficient, innovative solutions to 
match your organization’s strategy. This dynamic 
approach to everything we do enables security, 
information and technology to move at the speed 
of your business.

THREATS TO YOUR BUSINESS THAT WE LOOK FOR: 

Account Impersonations Breaking Events Business Threats
Compliance Violations Data Leaks Infrastructure Threats

Fake News Fraud & Scams Insider Threats
Intellectual Property Oversharing Phishing & Malware

Policy Violations Reputation Risks Operational Hazards 
OPSEC Violations Physical &Travel Threats Spear-phishing

Here are just some of the ways in which our unparalleled digital risk monitoring solution goes 
further to protect your business:

n		EXECUTIVE PROTECTION - Keep your top level executives and their family safe with 
our world-class monitoring for imposter accounts, directed threats, personal and family 
privacy, and travel security

n		LOCATION PROTECTION - Secure your business sites with our comprehensive 
protection against policy violations, operational disruptions, intentional threats, accidental 
hazards and natural disasters

n		BRAND PROTECTION - Protect your brand’s reputation and growth with advanced 
monitoring for phishing attacks, cyber activism and regulatory compliance, in addition to 
account awareness and customer experience

We’d love to show you how we can protect your company and 
employees by helping you stay one step ahead of the growing threat 

from hackers.

To book a consultation email info@securion.io or call:

312-756-7620

“Only 19 percent of CISOs rate 
their organization as highly 
effective at preventing security 
breaches”
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